Reps Job Description

Commitment
- Getting the views of people with a learning disability
- Going to meetings - LIGs - Partnership Board - advocacy group or other
care/service/wha/kap/friendship
groups

Training
done by current reps so you can learn the job
(include co-workers)

Partnership Board 25 February 2015

Can have co-workers to help cover the work

Give 1 reference from someone who knows you (not family or friends)
Reps

Skills

- Reliable
- Trustworthy
- Easy to talk to
- Listening
- Passionate
- Flexible
- Take part in meetings + speak up
- Timekeeping
- Getting involved

Being a Rep...
"It never stops!"

- Helping people
- Something to look forward to
- Builds confidence
- Fun!
- Friendship
- Raising awareness of complex needs

11th Feb 2015
Elections

March
- Get reference before election

April
- LIGS vote for 2 Reps each
- Training day

June
- Partnership Board votes for Co-Chair

People who want to be Reps write a short personal statement.

Try and get views of local advocacy and other groups.

We can vote for ourselves if we want!

Reps think.....

14th Feb 2015
Report for the Partnership Board

25th February 2015

Orange LIG
- Andover
- Adsema workshop
- Carleigh
- Seated advocacy
- Survey self advocacy
- Active Citizens

Blue LIG
- Speakerly
- Friday Network
- Farnborough
- Self Advocacy Group

Green LIG
- East Hampshire Group
- Havant Hub

Yellow LIG
- Spiral Blue
- Houndsdown
- New Milton
- Self Advocacy
- Speaking Space
- Stables

Purple LIG
- Saturday Drop-in
- SAY group
- "Hear Us" Winchester Gold